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CelebratingÂ Portland'sÂ best restaurants and eateries with recipes and photograph,Â Portland,

OregonÂ Chef's Table profiles signature â€œat homeâ€• recipes fromÂ over 40Â legendary dining

establishments. A keepsake cookbook for tourists and locals alike,Â the book is a celebration

ofÂ Portland's farm-to-table way of life.
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What a great find this has proven to be. Not only do you get an introduction to some of the best

restaurants that Portland has to offer, but you also get the chance to try your hand at making some

of their signature dishes at home. The insightful prose is complimented by some fabulous

photography, capturing both the sumptuous dishes and character of the various restaurants. This is

the go to book if you need ideas for new and interesting restaurants to visit in Portland. I went to

Roost on the recommendations of the book and had one of the best meals ever (and very

reasonably priced ). Looking forward to visiting many more restaurants in the not too distant future.

Buy this book, you'll not be disappointed.

This beautifully styled and thoughtfully curated recipe book captures the essence of the Portland

food scene. I am lucky enough to live in Portland, but whenever I have visitors in town, I struggle to

find a way to describe the dynamic restaurant and food culture here -- well, the struggle is over! This

book not only highlights some of the best restaurants in town, and takes it a step further by offering



recipes from the restaurants that capture the flavor of Portland. It makes a great gift for visitors and

locals alike!

What a beautiful book filled with outstanding recipes and gorgeous photography! Not only is it a

great cookbook for those who love to be in the kitchen, but it's also a wonderful restaurant guide. I

love the biographical information on the restaurants and their chefs, history, how they got started

and of course, their specialties. A great book for a cookbook collector. I get hungry every time I look

through it!

I read the reviews & the book sounded promising but I was completely disappointed. Maybe if you're

a professional chief or love to spend the entire day making a sandwich this book is for you. For

example a grilled lamb sandwich that requires 41 ingredients or a roasted cauliflower sandwich that

has only 18. There is a recipe for a monte cristo that looked good until I got to the marionberry

preserves & so it goes a pork shoulder with eggplant tagging that needs 31 ingredients. I don't want

to give the impression that everything in the book is unappealing, it's just not anything I would ever

use.

I bought this book earlier for my grown daughter; a Portlander now living in Boston, working at

Harvard and she loved it. Which is something of a win to buy something your grown daughter likes. I

bought this copy in error but will use it my self.

This book does an amazing job of diving into Portland's outstanding restaurant scene. Portland,

Oregon Chef's Table is like nothing I have ever read before. I love the variety of different recipes

that can be found in this book and the pictures that accompany each restaurant/recipe are a fun and

creative addition. This book is user friendly and I look forward to trying more and more recipes out of

it. I can only hope that there is a book no. 2 coming soon!!

Laurie Wolf has brought Portland's chefs together to showcase some of their noted dishes. She has

also written some background and inspirations of each chef and their establishment(s). This

cookbook makes a wonderful souvenir for visitors and culinary guide to Portland. As a recent

"tourist" to Portland, I found myself reminiscing over the fabulous meals I had and visits to several of

the featured restaurants. Until I am able return to Portland, I can at least make some of the

memorable dishes and keep Portland on my mind.



I'm a person who reads cookbooks, and this is a winner to read. I haven't tried recipes - so I can't

comment on that - but if you are a foodie, this is just good food porn. Yum.
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